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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation I’ll share our experiences of moving from Primo BO to VE – the why, how's and lessons learned



About USC

• Regional university, main 
campus on the Sunshine 
Coast, QLD

• Expanding footprint –
Brisbane to Hervey Bay 
(Fraser Coast)

• Rapidly growing – 16,000 
students, 5 campuses

• Alma, Primo, Leganto 
(Esploro coming soon)

• Expansion of Library 
support and services –
archive collections, 
research support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Young university established in 1996. Rapid growth and expansion, now beginning to consolidate teaching, learning and programs, but continuing to grow in research capabilities. Implemented Alma and Primo in 2015 with Leganto in 2016-17. Having these integrated SaaS systems in place has enabled new opportunities e.g. digitisation of archival collections, promotion, discovery and access. We are currently implementing Esploro as one of three Australian early adopters.



The Drivers

• Establish digital collections (Alma Digital) and being able to 
easily create a separate view of Primo

• Easier management of back-end/configurations
• Immediate indexing/availability of local content and 

electronic activations
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We were keen to move to VE because it offered easier creation, setup and management of Primo views. We had received a donation of archival material relating to Fraser Island and wanted to use the best system to create our first digital collection – either the existing repository system or Alma Digital. The latter depended upon the ability to configure a separate view of Primo. A visit to UNSW provided a lot of advice and insight about doing this in Primo BO but also highlighted how complicated it was – VE looked like it had a lot of promise.Moving to VE also provided the benefit of immediate indexing without having to worry about publishing pipes, time lags etc.



The Project

Expressed interest late January 2018, signed on as an early adopter 

Kick off 5 February 2018

Target go-live April 2018 

Single Ex Libris PM for majority of project (2018)

Weekly project calls

Basecamp discussions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I contacted Ex Libris very soon after Ex Libris called for expressions of interest in migrating. Migrations were scheduled for H2 2018, but there was an opportunity to join as an early adopter, which we jumped at.We were assigned a single PM for the project, with weekly calls. Questions and updates were posted to Basecamp



The Approach

EX Libris PM built 
VE view based on 
the main view in 

NUI

Basecamp discussions 
clarified requirements 

e.g. EBSCO plug-in, 
course reserve search 

and other scopes

DIY Training with guidance 
– we worked through 
documentation and 

established the 
“Collections” view 

Side-by-side comparisons 
of VE and NUI “Library” 
view – searches, search 

results, filtering, exporting, 
FRBR, patron functions, 

SSO logins
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Two goals:Replicate layout, design, wording and functionality of the main library view (NUI) – seamless for usersEstablish separate Primo view to promote digital collections (Alma digital work running in parallel)The PM built our VE view replicating our NUI view and we clarified requirements via the Basecamp discussions. We began building the new collections view after basic training.Having the two views supported and reinforced our learning – we used the main library view as a reference for building the second ‘collections’ view ourselves. We were testing, training and planning in two environments for different purposes but related concepts. This allowed us to get our heads around the new way VE was configured and the different terminology e.g scopes/search profiles, tabs/slots etc.For implementation, VE is built on Alma production but separate to the existing Primo so it’s very easy to do side-by-side comparisons and this testing ensured results for end-users would still be relevant but also provided library staff with a better understanding of VE algorithms etc. – because it is different to NUI



A Long Journey

• February to December 2018 
• Issues discovered that were gradually fixed in 

releases
• Course reserve search not showing the same 

number of results
• FRBR issues resolved in October release
• Virtual browse released in December

• No pressure from Ex Libris to launch until we 
were happy

• By December 2018
• One Show stopper – limitations of NR rules
• Reconsidered after 6 months – decided to 

launch in July 2019
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC
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Going early meant there were a number of areas where functionality was still being built or fixed. We opted to wait for this functionality so that our migration was seamless for end users. Even as an early adopter library, there was no pressure from Ex Libris to migrate until we were ready.By December 2018 we were left with one showstopper – we wanted to replicate the resource type split between physical and electronic books and DVD vs online videos that we had in NUI. We held out for 6 months before deciding the benefits of VE outweighed this one remaining shortcoming. After launching there were no reports from users that they missed this, but library staff still want it. Particularly now with remote learning and teaching, reliance on electronic content – staff have said it was so much easier to point students to the ‘ebook’ filter. It is now a 2-step process to search, filter by ‘books’ then filter again by ‘available online’.

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/nature-environment/the-environment/creative-climate/learning-journeys
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Planning for Go Live

• Target date 18 July 2019
• Final review of configurations completed and tested in 2018

• Primo VE
• USC Website – embedded search code on library homepage
• LibGuides - identified embedded links for bulk update

• Project call with Ex Libris PM to confirm go-live tasks, 
responsibilities and timing for switch over

• Last-minute panic to update Open URL and republish 
electronic holdings to Google Scholar
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We restarted the project with a new Ex Libris PM in March 2019 with a new go-live date of July 2019We reviewed the configurations we’d worked on throughout 2018 including the embedded search code. Our Website team were able to incorporate the new search box into the library homepage for testing and then have this page published to a staging status for us to quickly switch on once we had done the sanity check of Primo VE on go-live day.We had a project call with Ex Libris PM to discuss coordination of go-live day including the timing of the switch over – we requested that this be done at the end of their day, ready for us to check when we started work on go-live day. The confirmed task checklist was posted to Basecamp:Ex Libris:DNS switchE-shelf information was copiedLeganto-Primo integration switchedVE activated on premium sandboxAnalytics updated during the coming weekReviewing the configurations we realised at the last minute that we needed to republish our electronic holdings to Google Scholar because there was a new OpenURL and we had not updated any of this when we moved from Classic Primo to Primo NUI and the URL would not redirect twice. The Ex Libris PM checked the Google Scholar indexing schedule and made the changes in order to ensure the updating happened in time for our go-live.



Go Live

• Ex Libris made the switch as 
agreed

• Library systems staff checked 
Primo, Leganto all OK

• Switched to the updated library 
homepage

• Bulk update of embedded links in 
LibGuides

• Google Scholar updated in record 
time (just lucky)

• No one really noticed = success!
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We had provided Ex Libris with a plan for what we would do on go-live day and combined this with our tasks outlined on the checklistTest that redirection to VE was working as expectedTest e-shelves were copied correctlyTest that Leganto was workingIf all OK, Update all embedded search code boxes and linksChecked Google Scholar and it seemed to have updated



Post Go Live

• Immediate issues posted to Basecamp and rectified
• Finetuning and tweaking
• More clarification about how VE worked
• Analytics data takes a week or so to update – data for some 

months was missing
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The issues we had post go-live were minimal. Some of them included:We found that we could still log into the old Primo, this needed to be disabled.VE needed to be activated on the premium sandboxVE’s relevancy ranking is slightly different, differences in singular/plural searching – more questions were raised by librarians as more scenarios arose from real-life when helping studentsAs we reviewed analytics data we found odd patterns where months of expected high usage (historical) appeared quite low – Ex Libris migrated data again to resolve issues.



A Successful Project

• Good communication
• Basecamp discussions
• Weekly project calls
• Documenting issues/questions in Word 

including screenshots

• Logging issues – internal wiki page to 
track progress of Basecamp 
questions and SF cases

• Testing, testing, testing

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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We found that documenting issues and questions in Word and including screenshots helped discussions in Basecamp and in the project calls.Keeping an issues log allowed us to keep track of what had been raised via Basecamp or logged via Salesforce and as issues were resolved we could update the log e.g. as functionality was releasedComparison testing and testing in both views ensured functionality worked as expected but also supported our understanding of VE and how it worked. Re-testing was obviously also critical as functionality was released.

https://www.tanveernaseer.com/3-questions-to-discover-what-success-looks-like/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Recommended Checklist

• Contact Ex Libris early and begin planning
• Determine and confirm timing and process for 

go-live
• Coordinate internally and externally
• Embedded search code, links; SSO and redirects

• Primo Classic links will not redirect
• NUI Permalinks will not redirect
• Saved searches can’t be copied

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed 
under CC BY
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Prepare early and plan wellDetermine and agree on tasks, responsibility and timing for cutover and have as much prepared as possible so that it can simply be switched when readyBe aware of the followingPrimo Classic links will not redirectNUI Permalinks will not redirectSaved searches can’t be copied

http://2013.igem.org/Team:Berkeley/Methods/Protocols
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


In Summary

• End-users are happy with it
• We love our digital collections view
• We’ve been able to easily implement new functionality e.g. 

newspaper search and integrations e.g. Browzine, chat
• Have quickly responded to and easily made COVID-19 

related changes
• We’d still like to see further development and full flexibility 

i.e. NRs etc.   Parity with Primo BO is a must
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Since launching, users are happy and we’ve continued to build our collections view. It’s easy to configure new functionality such as the newspapers search and rapidly deal with interface changes such as the response to COVID-19 and library closures – changes to forms, labels, display logic etc.We’re happy we made the move but would still like to see full flexibility re NRs etc,.



Thank you

Meredith Mooi
MMooi@usc.edu.au
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